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ABSTRACT
A modular computation system has been developed Tor nuclear reactor core analysis.
The codes can be applied repeatedly in blocks without extensive user input data, as needed
for reactor history calculations. The primary control options over the calculational paths
and task assignments within the codes are blocked separately from other instructions,
admitting ready access by user input instruction or directions from automated procedures
and promoting flexible and diverse applications at minimum application cost. Data interfacing is done under formal specifications with data files manipulated by an informed
manager. This report emphasizes the system aspects and the development of useful capability, hopefully informative and useful to anyone developing a modular code system of
much sophistication. Overall, this report in a general way summarizes the many factors
and difficulties that are faced in making reactor core calculations, based on the experience
of the authors. It provides the background on which work on H T G R reactor physics is
being carried out.
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INTRODUCTION
Our capability for performing analysis of a nuclear reactor core is nearly wholly contained in computer codes due to the complexity of the problems. The neutron flux, eigenvalue problem must usually be solved as a part of any problem and this requires a computer calculation. Thus our analysis capability is limited to available programmed, validated, and qualified capability. The more global a problem to be solved, the more sophisticated the computational requirements.
For example, a reactor history calculation
requires coupled neutronics, exposure calculations, plus the capability to realistically and
reliably model fueling, reactivity compensation, and control. The utility of a stand-alone
neutronics code without coupled capability for performing exposure (fuel burnup) calculations is severely limited in reactor core performance analysis.
With sophistication in computer code development and implementation has come
modularization at the code level (as opposed to the routine level). The primary objectives
of modularization are to automate the calculation that involves the use of more than one
code and the coupling of the results obtained by one for use by another, to provide for flexibility of the calculational path, and to parallel procedures to make readily available alternative capability for physical or phenomenal modeling. The individual calculational procedures are blocked into distinct code packages that perform specific tasks on demand. A
system of codes that may be applied one after the other as ordered by a user in one computer run (with simple system control instructions) is an advance over a group of standalone codes. Here, however, interest is in an organized set of codes that generally do not
obtain data from the user input stream and thus can in principle be used in any order over
and over. In a sophisticated computation system the precise order of use of the codes for a
specific problem depends on the calculated results and hence cannot be determined in
advance. There are major differences between a stand-alone code and a full member of a
sophisticated modular system. Certain requirements for functioning in a specific computation system have to be satisfied to admit membership to a code.
The purpose of this discussion is to make available our experience to others faced with
building a modular code system. We do note that at least locally the system of codes we
have implemented is in routine use on nearly a daily basis in several projects. Wide use at
other installations, as is common of some codes developed, has at least not yet followed.
There were some surprises regarding where major difficulties arise. We think we learned
some interesting things and this information may prove lo be useful to others. Considerable effort in such a project can go into decision making, and this process is apt to get out
of hand when a large number of individuals contribute and are involved.
T h e more complicated the system and the more elaborate the rules, the h a r d e r it is to
add capability and the higher the cost and the longer it takes, and possibly reliability may
suffer. If too simple, the r r ' ..ing capability is inadequate and there will not be sufficient
flexibility to satisfy the needs. Any computation system will fall between those extremes, a
good one being the direct result of balancing the various considerations.
O u r experience has been with the development and use of the BOLD V E N T U R E code
system 1 - 2 that contains the V E N T U R E and V A L E diffusion theory neutronics codes.
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Capability is indicated in Fig. I showing neutronics and related exposure, fuel management, limited thermal hydraulics, perturbation, and sensitivity capability. These are coded
in Fortran, except for the resident driver, with machine language minimized. We had
found that adequate capability cannot practically be packaged in a single code in the
development of the C I T A T I O N code 3 oriented to core history calculations. We were certainly influenced by the information available about the Argonne Reactor Calculation
development at ANL. 4 Indeed we took advantage of the experience and viewpoints of a
number of individuals involved in an interinstallation cooperative physics methods effort
under U.S. DOE auspices. 5 6
W e note that technological advances in computing over the last twenty years have only
modestly affected what we do: we now solve much larger and more complicated problems,
but the analysis challenges remain much the same. Code development has only increased
in dif iculty due to increase in the complexity without significant technological relief.
Only ix few years ago we would not have expected to ever work on a modular code system. 6
Certainly much effort along this line is suspect of producing little useful product. The
importance we assign to the subject area speaks for itself. Our inability to make much use
of the products of others in this area should also speak for itself. When a large community is involved, the impact is nearly overwhelming. 7
Refer to Fig. I for the primary contents of this computation system discussed below.
Driver

resident machine language code for bringing code modules into memory
and transferring execution to them, but does not exercise primary control
regarding the calculational path.

At the start, the Driver moves a block of input data from the user input stream to the
device read by the limited number of codes that process user input data, brings the identified Control Module into memory and transfers execution to it. A string of code names is
returned to the Driver which it brings into memory in order successively. An error condition is checked by the Driver after e<»ch code has been executed and any failure condition
passed to the control module for wrap up discontinues the calculational path. Successful
completion of the assigned tasks also tells the Driver to bring the Control Module back in
for f u r t h e r instructions. The Driver also keeps a block of user input data (that required by
one special processor) ready on the device from which this data is read by the codes in
advance knowing which modules need input data. (Those codes that read input data are
named in the input data and assigned a common number, the codes not being full members
of the computation system, except for the Input Processor.) T h e Driver identifies certain
error conditions such as the lack of input d a t a or in some cases its improper arrangement.
The lines of user input data are listed on an output device for documentation. After completion of a calculation the Driver will reaccess the Control Module to start another calculation.
Control

Module

Exercises control over the calculational path based on simple
user instructions for successive accesses, has the capability for
looping over blocks of codes, and applying initialization and
w r a p up procedures.
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"OTHER MODULES MAV BE USED PRIOR TO OR AFTER THE USE OF THIS ONE

Fig. 1. Components of the Computation System.
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The intent was to develop special Control Modules to serve different roles, but the effort
on this system has produced only a single Control Module that allows user prescription of
a set calculational path. T h e original plans remain sound and possibly future effort will
extend the capability.
Member

Special

Code Modules

Processors

codes that do not read user input data and thus may be
used on demand.
codes that serve special roles and always use data from
the user input data stream.

Special needs in a project are often satisfied by adding codes to the system. In this
way capability is readily added to perform auxiliary calculations at the end of solving a
problem.
Input Data Processor5

free form format user input d a t a processing, one-to-one
interface data file generation.

File Editor

file listing capability and file copying into a form readable by the Input Processor (binary to formatted).

A typical calculational path would include initial data processing, then successive uses
of a neutronics code and the exposure code to follow a reactor history of operation.

T H E COMMITMENT AND MANAGEMENT
Beyond any doubt the decision to go modular is a m a j o r one requiring a commitment
by management, developers and programmers to be successful. Key decisions have to be
made from the start and essential requirements satisfied as work progresses.
Ignoring
these requirements, deferring decisions, or the lack of cooperation toward the objective will
compromise the product. A most useful product is the direct consequence of effective
management of a development project. Effort on a volunteer basis or without designated
individual responsibilities is to be avoided. An honest commitment is required by those
involved and others impacted by the product. It is not practical for an individual developer
to take this route. Below some development group size the approach is impractical. Still,
what others have done may be adopted to make the approach practical with a limited
investment.

T H E COST
Certain initial support effort is essential that requires more than just casual programming. This cost should be recognized and provision made for the dedication of the necessary effort. The separation of user input processing from primary coding, data management rules, formal file specifications, etc. add development cost. An indirect cost is the
deferred return from current effort that should be minimized but must be recognized and
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adequately allowed. There are special considerations when the effort is funded by an outside agency, impacting the effort and the decision making, and naturally affecting the product.
The initial cost depends to a large extent on how much use can be made of available
capability. We expended at least three man years. This included the work done on interface specifications and free form input data processing, and coding the driver and data
management and data handling procedures for opening, reading, and writing files. 2 Expect
to consume one ma'i year in support effort at the very least for a new syjtem plus any
computer system work required.
Likely most developers of modular systems would like to change things as development
progresses, but active use may well prevent any disruptive change. A continuity of use
must be maintained with an active system, a commitment required when the computation
system becomes actively in routine use by others than the developers.

EFFECTING ANALYSIS CAPABILITY
Decisions must be made that may seriously compromise the ability to perform reliable
analysis as a direct consequence of modularization. Methods are chosen for economic and
reliability reasons, and interfaces are drawn effecting separation for effective computation
reasons. Such action must be taken. But decisions that lead to severe modeling compromises or that eliminate practical calculational methods should be avoided. Compromise
should be done for good reason, the consequences recognized, and the effects be subjected
to later review to confirm that the choice was sound.
Of special concern are the
implications of interface data file specifications: if a calculation is to be done using
specific data from a file, the modeling is limited to whatever is allowed by the data. Limiting cross section data to isotropic scattering prevents extension to treat anisotropic
scattering, as an obvious example. A geometric mesh description that allows only separable orthogonal coordinates for parallel rows of mesh points in two- and three-dimensions
is inadequate for other descriptions.
Of particular concern are the differences in
viewpoints of experts having different experience and backgrounds and the difficulty of
accommodating these without compromising the ability to produce a useful product.
Note should be made of the need for effective use of the computer and its environment,
including support software. In this project we did call on operating system experts for help
when needed, but only a minimum. Help is needed and should be utilized directly to support such a project.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS TO GET INTO OPERATION
What is readily available with a local computer operating system and its supporting
capability may not be adequate to satisfy the needs. The ability to drive a calculation
through a series of code accesses must be satisfied. In our case, a Driver residing in
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memory performs key functions using operating system features and capability, while codes
are accessed under the direction of a Control Module that is not normally resident. To
carry out a sophisticated calculation involving choices of calculational paths, the associated
logic and decision making must be located somewhere, and this programmed procedure is,
in a sense, a Control Module. A sophisticated computation system may have more than
one Control Module, perhaps one for automating the solution of each major type of global
problem or even parts thereof. One of these controllers will admit direct user specification
of a set calculational path, including a loop structure and possibly double loops, and it
must decide to change the calculational path based on the progress of a calculation.
Not too long after our system came into extensive use locally, the complaint was
received that only S00 code accesses were allowed in one run! This number had to be
increased to satisfy application needs. In no simple way could the equivalent calculation
have been coded outside of a modular system.
There is always some concern that when the needs are satisfied with routines coded in
machine language, they cannot be exported nor easily converted locally to a different type
of computer. We have indeed experienced this block that may require special computer
operating system changes if our computation system is to be made operational on some
computer types. Such considerations may well affect what is done, but they should not be
allowed to seriously compromise the effort of establishing what capability is really needed
locally. First identify the important requirements for current and projected applications
and then see that these are satisfied without submitting to the whims of the computer
manufacturer and its systems people or your own regarding what has been made available.
These specialists may have to help, of course, and system changes should be kept to a
minimum so that conversion to another system is not too difficult. Lacking such help or
available local system expertise, success of such a project is compromised.

MINIMAL USEFUL CAPABILITY
There is always a strong incentive and there possibly may be pressure to get minimal
useful capability operational. Satisfying this objective can be an important signal to others
that the effort is viable. In our case the minimal useful capability consists of:
Driver
Control Module
User Input Data Processor
Cross Section Processor
Neutronics Code
and the following had to be implemented:
Job Control Instructions
Data Management System
Interface Data Requirements Satisfied
Scratch Data Requirements Satisfied
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Note the significant amount of effort involved! This evidently major chore and associated
long time delay for effecting capability is a serious block to modular code system development. Unusual circumstances including no direct reactor development project responsibility allowed us to proceed with this project in the early 1970's. At the very least, use
should be made of a product from another installation. For the system to be very useful,
more than one code is required, and effective user input data processing is also necessary.
Special data is always needed in active development, so both a temporary and a mature
scheme are usually needed for generating an interface data file.

QUALITY ASSURANCE ASPECTS
To effect a high level of quality assurance in the application of computer codes requires
that very specific action be taken. The procedures must be qualified, for example. Here
we are concerned with such aspects as providing an edit trace that documents what calculation procedures were used and what results were stored on data files and what data were
used. Let us say that the neutron flux file is generated on logical unit 12 by code X, on
logical unit 14 by code Y, ?nd is read from logical unit IS by code Z, unless told otherwise. Simple reliability arguments lead at least to the defaulting of a common file to the
same logical unit in the member code modules. What if data can be read from a file and
used as if it were the flux, but it is not the neutron flux? Data need identification, and
certain testing must be done if proper data communication is to be effected. We don't rely
on a read failure to indicate that the wrong data file is being read.
The documentation of the use of calculations! procedures is not simple. A code generation date and version number can be edited for a reliable reference if the user does not
replace a code with his own special version, an action that should be discouraged by good
practice and code/system management, as well as by making such action difficult. The
only accurate documentation of user input for a calculation is a direct listing of what was
supplied, relatively easy to do at single input data processing point.

DRAWING INTERFACE L I N E S
The task of establishing interface lines should not be taken lightly. Basically the anticipated calculational tasks need to be carefully grouped and reasonably blocked for individual code modules. Perhaps the larger the effort the more practical are smaller code
blocks, the optimum for one programmer being one code (at one time). The smaller the
task assignment block size the more flexible the collection, but the more severe the data
interfacing requirements. If macroscopic cross sections are generated outside of the neur o n i c s code, they are data to be interfaced that would not be required if generated in the
neutronics code. Evidently similar tasks should be carried out in a single code rather than
used to justify the proliferation of modules. We would concentrate diffusion theory neutronics capability in a single code up to the point where additional capability would
become uneconomical to incorporate, as due to code complexity.
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A working interface diagram covering the full capability is useful to support decision
making.
Each code module should have written specifications that are revised as the
development continues to account for changes and to provide reference information.
Developers have come to appreciate that a complete set of specifications is crucial
documentation, although objectives may change in the process of code development, requiring revision of the specifications to keep them up to date.

PRIMARY DATA S O U R C E S AND PROCESSING
Some data such us nuclear cross sections involve too many numbers to allow simple
user input and so must be supplied as an external data file. Often several codes obtain
data from the same data file, causing serious impact if the specifications for this data are
changed. The requirements for adequacy and flexibility of the data are crucial as is the
fixing of the format early on. Thus one or more data libraries become a key data source
supplied externally. What is the most practical to generate is seldom what is the most
needed for a calculation, so library data processing is a common necessity to select, combine, and restructure it. In our case a nuclide-ordered microscopic cross section data file is
recast into an energy-group ordered data Hie for efficient subsequent use, and this processing capability had to be implemented early in the project.
A geometric description of a reference reactor core takes on the importance of a primary data source.
Reducing the amount of simplification and approximation in its
representation is an important objective.
(Projected requirements need man-machine
interaction with display to generate such data.)
There is interest in some circles in assigning data to levels of hierarchy. Certainly use
could be made of such a scheme for any complicated calculational system. It is not clear
what level of effort is justified to support and maintain such, certainly little at our place.
The effort that would be invested to just understand the use of an available scheme could
not be justified by us to place it into operation.

DATA FILE MANAGEMENT
Data management means different things to different people. A primitive form of data
management is a user telling a code that certain data are on logical unit 5 instead of the
default unit 4, and to put results that are generated on unit 10 instead of unit 5. There is
a certain definiteness of logical unit numbers (required in current Fortran) that seems to
be obscured when dealing directly with data set names.
A neutronics code generates a region average, group dependent neutron flux interface
data file. A simple exposure calculation uses this data. For simple analysis a single file is
needed with the latest data. It is generated by one code and used by another. A moie
sophisticated calculation might do the exposure calculation using flux estimates for the
beginning and end of an exposure period. Then two files are required. If a sensitivity
analysis is to be done, then each of the flux files used may be needed later, so several files
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are needed, preferably slacked on an input/output device. These files contain different
data but have identical formats. Data file management provides a mechanism for controlling, identifying, and using such Hies.
A data file manager can associate a formal file name with a logical unit so thai this
number is not fixed in a code. Then logical input/output units are used as needed for such
data, the automated association eliminating the frustrating and error prone assignment
with user input data. When a Hie is to be written, the manager tells the code what unit to
write on, and when a file is to be read the manager says where it is. Association of version
numbers or other mechanisms admit a hierarchy, age or importance association thai is
often handled automatically.
We have learned that no one else understands how our data file management scheme
(manager) works in detail, and in some cases even we have been surprised. Rather provincial rules have been adopted as the implementation proceeded regarding file version
numbers. When two or more files have the same name they are assigned different version
numbers, the highest version number represents the latest data, and that file is generally
always used, unless there are special user instructions. Only the file version numbers in
the data file management tables are used, the actual numbers written on the files being
generally unique but not necessarily the same as the ones in the table. Default procedures
cause a new file to be written over the highest version old one that exists, overridden by
user instructions, with certain notable exceptions. The file proliferation tendency of a code
system must be kept under control. We do this by usually writing over old files. Such
action may impact the understanding of the information that is made available to the user.
The scheme of assigning a version number to a file, indexing this up as new versions
are added, and recognizing the highest version as the working version to be used or
replaced is a nice default procedure. Consider the nuclide density file. Normally only one
version exists, and it always contains the latest data. If the neutronics code performs a criticality search, it generates a new nuclide density file so that the original data is preserved
in the process of iteration to a solution. (In retrospect it might have been better to store
the original data in a scratch data file, but how the demand for scratch files grows!) This
is done by writing over an old file (if it exists) as the default procedure, limiting to two the
usual number of nuclide density flies existing. What if original nuclide densities supplied
in an interface data file are to be saved? There are simple ways to do this in this system
including making one or two copies of the original file with the initialization procedures.
Then the original file has a lower version number than the active ones. (Another way is to
set up a stack of flies for recovery and use these to initiate.) At any point along a calculational path that a copy of the nuclide densities is desired, as to allow auxiliary calculations
or to provide restart capability, the nuclide density file version numbers may be indexed u p
(tell the exposure code to write a new version number rather than write over the old one).
For control rod positioning and fuel management, reference data is kept by copying a
nuclide density file into another file with a different identifying name.

The point to be made here is that data file management is a relatively complicated subject. Careful study of the needs that can be anticipated may influence the rules. Certainly a set of rules should be drawn up that are explicit to the extent of being informative
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as well as permitting new implementations to be in conformance, and these should be
reviewed and kept up to date. Prepare to defend yourself when informing programmers
about changes in the rules.
The data file manager can play initialization and wrap up roles. For example, we supply data files that are made known to the manager, although such is always at some burden to the user. Computer operating system routines are then used to generate one or
more copies of any of these initial files desired before the calculation starts. At wrap up,
selected files are stacked on one input/output device for saving and selective recovery is
then done if desired later, also using operating system routines.
What has not been done is to work out an effective procedure for wrap up on an abort
condition (as an alternative to normal wrap up). Clearly special procedures are in order
with some selectivity regarding the storing away of intermediate results. If a significant
development effort went into a new scheme, the approach of using Fortran logical
input/output unit numbers at the file management level would likely be changed. An
alternative could be quite attractive. A mechanism would be needed to retire files when no
longer needed, saving them for future recovery under some form of identification, possibly
hy stacking and/or data set identification, and reassigning logical units or reusing the
space. Effective automation of such a procedure might limit its applicability. For example, the existence of more than two versions of the same file could be used to cause the
oldest to be stored away (copied with system routines) with override and recovery procedures possible to implement. The utility of such a scheme may well depend on how well
it is tailored to J specific application, the amount of its use affected by both the available
flexibility and its complexity.

DATA COMMUNICATION AND PHYSICAL FILES
A rather frustrating aspect of coupling individual codes is the inability to communicate
any data from one to another within the memory under simple operating system rules.
How needed is the capability to simply declare that an array of data is resident in
memory.
In this system there is a data array in memory allocated in the Driver that is communicated to the Control Module under a weird and non-standard entry to a subroutine.
Within any code using the packaged data handling routines, capability is available to
default one or more scratch data files to be resident in memory if a procedure for doing
this is programmed in the code and space allows; in this way the amount of data transfer
is held reasonably low, allowing the solving of small problems at an acceptable penalty.
The table of data file management information is read upon entry to each member code
and written on an external device prior to exit, thereby always communicating any
changes.
The interface data files are stored on disk, except that the use of a mass storage device
is practical for long term storage, as of a cross section file, and some use is yet made of
tapes for very large files. Files are all closed upon exit from a code and must be reopened
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prior to use in another codc. There is no simple allowance for interfacing files to be structured for direct access by record in the rules we operate under, so the interface files are all
written sequentially.
Locally the virtual memory mode of computer operation is in vogue, the system being
able to move data in and out of memory much more efficiently than can the programmer
under the Fortran compatible rules. Although the virtual memory feature does not seem
to gain anything significant for a modular computation system, it certainly is of importance in implementing capability. Although the need for data transfer from the disk
within the program instructions is not eliminated, a simpler scheme may be the direct
consequence of an apparently large memory, and much larger problems can of course be
solved without programmed data transfer.

INTERFACE DATA FILE SPECIFICATIONS
Hard and fast and formal interface data file specifications are necessary. Typically
these are drawn up to satisfy data needs blocked into practical packages considering generation aspects. Major difficulties include early disagreement about details, lack of data
format and content flexibility to admit future changes, lack of clarity regarding contents,
confusing and impacting complexity for flexibility, and resistance by the programmer to
conform. An unimplemented data file specification remains an untested unproven unreliable quantity. Proof testing involves implementation of the generation and independent
implementation of the use with resolution of difficulties.
In our case, a national effort went into such specifications under federal support that
had limited success, as evidenced by local changes and extensions, and the lack of extensive
use and conformity within the funded community. Of course the steady decrease in support funding of basic reactor physics methods development confuses the matter.
A major chore of drawing up interface data file specifications is allocating data into
distinct blocks. Not only must the subject be viewed from the receiving point to define
what is needed, but also from the delivery end to identify what can be packaged. Obvious
objectives include simplicity to facilitate implementation, sophistication to admit
complicated modeling, flexibility to cover most any situation, limitation to avoid uncontrolled proliferation, completeness to avoid revision and adequacy to satisfy the needs.
It is difficult to avoid data redundancy, especially as enhancements are added. Any
computation system in which a user must describe the same thing more than once for a
problem description is clearly deficient, and the results are subject to gross discrepancy.
Extensive use must be made of the basic data files with provision to override where desirable. One thing that can be done to reduce future redundancy is to define a global problem description file with the details to evolve with development effort. We found a need
for such a file.
The view that each datum in a data file must be formally defined in a specification is
simply provincial. Certainly the format of a file *nust be described and the user of data
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must know what the generator put in a file. Thus if a code squirrels away some data in a
file for subsequent use by this code, there is little interest in and likely no concern about
the data outside of it. Early specifications are not likely to be complete, inviting the provision for extension. (Revising codes to satisfy data file format changes is one big headache,
however.) At least undefined flags should be included that allow the communication of
spccial information and indeed the future addition of records of data at the end beyond
data initially defined. T h e number of groups is made negative to indicate . . . " is a
description that means lack of foresight in the initial specifications.
Code and code system documentation that does not cover interface data Hie specifications is inferior and incomplete. An example interface data file specification is shown in
Fig. 2. Note the association of a name with the file as well as simple user identification.
Also within the specifications is a note that explains an extension beyond a simple orthogonal coordinate system expanding the original coverage.

INTERFACE DATA FILE WRITING
We initially took the approach that no interface data file should be written in a code
module unless so specified by tii<: user. We still believe that the writing of data files
should be kept down through user control. When, however, certain data are the primary
product of a code module, the associated data file should be written as the default. For
example, our exposure code that treats burnup normally rewrites the nuclide density file
with data for the end of exposure (but not after ?ny specified shutdown period) as the
default. With sophistication comes less certainty regarding what constitutes the primary
results.
As an example, a neutronics code may be used to solve the importance problem for a
specific adjoint source. Evidently the "flux" solution is the primary result and this file
should be written as a default. If, however, the higher harmonic problem was solved
instead, likely the value of k| is the primary result and use may not be made of the flux
solution. On the other hand, for reactor core history calculations the zone average multigroup flux solution is of primary interest and the associated interface file should be written. If a thermal hydraulics calculation is to be done, then the pointwise power density file
is a result of much interest. Note the difficulties. Evidently the user must exercise some
control over interface file writing while flexible and effective default procedures should be
implemented. A sophisticated scheme could assign many of the interface data file option
selections to a Control Module which then would communicate case dependent requirements to the codes. Our Control Module trips certain file writing options based on the
calculational path, but not enough control is automated.

SCRATCH DATA FILES
A difficulty is associated with storing large amounts of data on auxiliary storage units,
at least on some computers. For large neutronics problems, data must be transferred to
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and from disks during the iterative solution process. These must be randomly accessed by
logical record for transfer to be efficient, and careful blocking and separation effected
between devices. Thus we have some applications where certain scratch data file requirements are severe. These files have been assigned set logical numbers not used for interface
data files, and space allocation is done with parameters supplied in the job control instructions through a catalogued procedure as a user convenience. Thus the associations of logical units for interface data files and scratch files are separated. (In some systems, unused
logical units are used for scratch locally and then closed after use, causing the association
of file with logical unit to depend on the calculational path.)

USER I N P U T DATA AND PROCESSING
There are serious difficulties in the area of user input data. Here only a few aspects
will be addressed. Codes written even in adjoining offices require quite different instructions and often use individual input data formatting. Putting codes together in a computation system results in inconsistencies difficult to explain, incompatibilities hard to eliminate, redundancies that do not go away, el:. Data formatting differences thwart the efficient supply of data by a user.
The following describe action we took:
1. The global problem description (calculational path through the cude modules
for example) should certainly be separate from subproblem descriptions.
2. All of the primary options for each code and key data requirements were collected and made readily controllable by the user (or by a Control Module) by
locating them in a special interface data file. This important step of compacting the primary control data is very important to simplify the changing of
instructions between code accesses, yet it is a step that has often not been
taken. There is of course some difficulty dividing the data between that usually unchanged and that made readily accessible. Certainly there are limitations. Still the instructions to the individual codes must often be changed
between accesses to allow global problems to be solved. An example is the use
of a neutronics code to obtain the regular and adjoint solutions one access and
then an importance solution the next. Clearly the user should not have to supply two or more copies of a complete neutronics problem description. Special
edits may be desired, special interface data files read or written, or different
termination criteria applied for one or more access than in subsequent ones. A
criticality search may be done initially after refueling and then not later, or a
different type of search then done to model control rod positioning.
So our system member codes each access a special record of instructions
from a file of control information to initiate action and establish task assignment with major option control.
Information about the control data file
' C O N T R L ' is shown in Fig. 3.
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3. A free form input data processor written at LANL was adapted for the generation of interface data files directly from the user input data stream. Free
form input data with significant blank separators is deemed to be better than
fixed form. A major difficulty with it, however, is the fact that the length of
each array of data must be prespecified locally. The ability to selectively
revise an existing data file sounded more important than was found to be the
case in practice. More often than not the revision procedures were found to
fail or perhaps were not well understood. One-to-one input of data files does
suffer from a major limitation: more friendly user input requirements would
allow deriving one or more files of data using special processing procedures,
but we have not been able to invest effort in this area and still rely on special
fixed form format user input processors. The use of certain special input processors is preferred to one-to-one interface file writing in some cases even
though the data have a fixed form format. Extensive use of terminals for
input to codes, however, also favors free form formatting. One advantage of
the free form format is the ability to debug the most data in one pass (with
modest limitations).
4. The input data stream supplied by the user is edited for documentation.
5. A computer system difficulty forced us to copy each block of input data from
the input stream to a special unit prior to its use. Each distinct block of input
data is terminated with a simple "END" message in columns 1-3 on a terminating card, a technique that proved to be quite practical. We chose to
implement look-ahead capability to effect early termination if a user input
data block is not available. Most user input data in this system must be properly ordered, and this is not judged to be a severe application problem,
although some ordering reference could be useful.
6. Mixed fixed form and free form formatted user input data is only better than
mixing two different types of free form data with different rules. Enhancing
the capability of a free form user data processor seems to be a never ending
topic; not only must new capability be added but schemes must also be implemented to do clever things to aid the user.
A further comment is offered about unfriendly interface data flies. A neutronics code
needs a detailed geometric description while a fuel manager must have volume information, and calculating this from a general geometric description is not very practical every
time the data is needed. The user should not have to supply both the geometry description
and the zone volumes. A most suitable input data processor would derive information
from data supplied. Since a general processor won't have built in data association capability, its utility is not entirely adequate. Another example is the association between nuclide
reference names, locations in the reactor core, and cross section data. Using the simple
order number in the cross section set as a primary reference has long been used successfully, but this is rather prone to error. Extension from this to the use of absolute names
really complicates matters. Further, the required associations are not simple to construct
without the use of an informed input data processor.
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ERROR, FAILURE HANDLING
This subject is quite complicated, although it is more a consequence of solving global
problems than of using a modular code system. We attempt to identify whether or not a
code module has successfully carried out its assigned task. Task failure is cause for an
abort with wrap up. Failures include programmed tests such as lack of convergence of an
iterative neutronics problem and certain unacceptable results. Operating system tests that
cau«e abort, as of overflow, divide by zero and inadequate storage, have not yet been
bre.ight under control; we still deem such to be a failure and cause to abort, but would like
to nave control over wrap up.

FILE OPENING, DATA TRANSFER, EDITING
This subject area would seem to be separable from the modular system aspects. However the same physical space may have to be used for scratch data by two or more codes
leading to some complications. The use of a set of standardized data file management and
data transfer procedure?, is desirable in the codes, but this certainly is more practical for a
new code than for one being rewritten.
We would comment that flexible editing capability is attractive. This does not mean
that editing capability is not needed within the individual code modules, but only that it
may be minimized with general system capability. For example, given sufficient reporting
of other results, a space, energy pointwise neutron flux edit is seldom needed. When it is
needed, a file editor may be quite adequate for the purpose, eliminating the need to program this in the neutronics code, even though the flux interface file would have to be written, and this may not be necessary otherwise. Local editing of data will generally be
attractive when the data are derived and not simply defined for interfacing.
Quite generally we like to see an edit trace of information along the calculational path
from each code, information that often for one reason or another proves to be quite useful.
We once attempted to suppress the iterative history of solving multidimensional problems,
but won't likely do this again.
The capability to generate a hard copy of any of the interface data files in a form permitting reconstruction by an input processor is of much utility, binary to formatted and
back.
This discussion would be incomplete without addressing the subject of data transfer,
primarily done between memory and disk, although more permanent storage is also
involved for some files. Under the U S D O E interinstallation cooperative physics code
effort, R E E D and R I T E statements supplanted the R E A D and W R I T E Fortran statements in the codes. Data are transferred by block (string or array) to and from binary
files. So the location of the first word in the string, the length, the unit number and a
transfer mode flag are presented, along with the file record number that requires accounting within the coding. Thus both or either sequential and direct access by record data
transfer techniques are supported. Committing to the use of service routine for data
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transfer is important. Limiting the capability to what is practical is only reasonable.
example, we consider only fixed length records in the direct access files.

For

You find rather provincial techniques used for data transfer. We experienced so much
trouble with sequential file backspacing (tapes) that we do not use it. We like to explicitly
place an end of file mark when a file has been written, apparently now done automatically
by most systems. The environment affects what is done. Locally we could not communicate direct access files from one code to another (because the system opening procedure
default wrote over the file), and so we do not use this attractive capability. Basically in
engineering oriented coding effort, a set of rules and restrictions to operate under is found
that works, and they become rather absolute without concern about the reasons. Note that
we still have to work around what are viewed at least as peculiarities of the Fortran compiler, as when optimization changes the intent of coded procedure.
The file READ and W R I T E instructions are done in service routines, as is file opening.
Basic capability is relatively easy to implement. Three important extensions are attractive
that are not so easy to implement. The operating system input/output procedures may be
used directly, supplanting the operating system Fortran procedures. The subject is beyond
this discussion, although the auihors would note rather poor experience in this area.
Prompt and efficient data transfer are desirable that may not be easily achieved, especially
under a multitasking system that breaks long logical records into small physical records.
Serious delay time is associated with not completing the transfer of all of a logical record
once started. The fastest transfer minimizes rotational delay and read head positioning
where applicable, and involves overlapping of actions. Any changing of the rules for using
the operating system procedures is stressful to say the least. Any significant impact on the
user job control instructions from the use of special input/output procedures should be
avoided, as with the use of catalogued control instructions.
When a hierarchy of data storage is available, special action is necessary for efficient
use. The slow extended core is a third level of storage presenting a challenge. To what
extent simple procedures can be used effectively for multilevel data transfer seems to be
only limited by the ingenuity of the developers, although some of the early computer
operating systems effectively prevented efficient computer use. Here the view is expressed
that the code programmers should not be burdened with special accounting or association
requirements when these are easily buried within the service routines.
The third extension we are quite pleased with is the ability to default data files to
reside in memory. This is done within the file opening procedures, but only by coded
instruction. Our capability in this area is limited to scratch files within a code. Thus the
programmer is burdened with generating the necessary instructions, accounting for available space, making explicit decisions. A more global approach to memory and disk space
allocation is needed with more automation of the choices within a presented hierarchy of
preference. Sequential files present a challenge because the record lengths must be stored,
and storage for such information is different from that for the data. Of special concern is
the reading of less than all of a record of data, requiring special positioning action unless
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such is disallowed (impacting the coding rules). Defaulting small data files to memory is
necessary for solving small problems efficiently on many computers. This capability significantly reduces the burden of programming parallel data handling and calculational procedures required to efficiently treat a wide band of problem size. Indeed this capability
may change the whole approach taken to data handling, especially since the coding must
often admit solving the largest conceivable problem.

CALCULATION SUMMARY
A summary of a calculation is deemed to be an essential edit. We chose to edit key
information from the control module plus a line or two from each computational (but not
data processing) module as a summary that typically is one or at most three pages long.
What constitutes a reasonable summary of the history of a calculation is, however, rather
obscure. Over-emphasis will likely be placed on certain results, on computation aspects or
perhaps the calculational path.
A compact summary is possible if certain editing is
avoided that might stem to be desirable. Special considerations include the need for such
information to be returned to a remote 'crminal separately from the primary edit, but it
also should be included with the primary edit for documentation and to serve as a directory. A computation system that does not generate a condensed summary of the calculation with key results is deficient. Although it may be practical to generate a file of data
for direct reporting, that is not the primary objective. Tables for reports should be generated separately where deemed useful.
A sample of a calculation summary is presented in Fig. 4. In this calculation following
a reactor history the neutron flux solution is obtained at selected points in time, exposure
is calculated, a preselected control rod positioning schedule is applied, and the core is
refueled. Prior to refueling, the dominant harmonic neutronics solution is obtained. The
ability to normally apply a neutronics code one way and yet to assign it a special task is
demonstrated. Examination of the data shows that a net generation of fissile material
occurs, so the core is that of a breeder reactor.

VIABLE CALCULATIONAL PATHS
In some calculational systems there may be a clean distinction between calculational
paths that will generate viable results and those that will not. In our system the distinction is hazy, each code requiring only certain data to support a task assignment and avoid
an abort due to a missing File. A user likely becomes accustomed to using but a few of the
possible paths that he assumes are or he has proven to be viable. Thus the thermal
hydraulics code will solve a problem given a geometric description and a power density distribution, whether these were both supplied as input or the heat source was calculated by a
neutronics code prior to access of the thermal hydraulics code. Whether either was desired
by the user is up to him. S o the identification of a path that is not viable is left as a
rather obscure but severe burden on the user, rather an undesirable state. An obvious
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resolution or the difficulty is not known. Certainly a new user can be expected to have
some difficulty in this area. A constraining mechanism that would raise the level of reliability without undue limitation has not been identified.
Indeed some recent effort in the area of thermal hydraulics has gone in the direction of
making the task assignment details dependent on the available data. Since the heat source
information may come from more than one code and be in more than one form, a hierarchy is used. If a pointwise power density data file is available, it is used. (The highest
version number is used and of course this will be current in an ongoing reactor history calculation only if it was recently written.) Lacking the availability of this file, a zone average power density data file is used, and the averaged data redistributed over the mesh
points. The point here is that if at all possible a task should be carried out and user
friendly procedures should do the best they can with the available information. Limiting
what is done to only the most sophisticated procedure not only limits the utility of the procedure but also limits its ability to generate useful information, as may well be desired.
The whole subject is rather complicated with decisions to be made in each specific
instance. Application flexibility and utility, reliability, and documentation requirements
bear consideration. Global problem solving capability impacts the requirements. The user
is not going to check the results from each step before proceeding to the next (although a
new global problem description certainly needs to be carefully checked out). Long calculations that require much computer time should be aborted upon failure, but there must be
good cause for such abort.
We define a viable calculational path through the codes as a route for which there is
full availability of needed data. (The results may or may not be of any use.) The failure
lo communicate current results is a cause for error not simply identified.

S O M E COMPUTATIONAL DIFFICULTIES
A few significant challenges remain to be solved. The discussion below describes some
of the difficulties.
1. Recently at 8:00 AM one Monday morning the computer operator called the
first author to say that a job had been on the computer for about 10 hours and
would likely need 10 hours more to complete. There was nothing he could do
but to abort the job to make way for the day's work. There was nothing I
could do to save what had been already done. Occasionally a very large neur o n i c s problem is modeled to generate detailed results. (Note that how much
relief comes from the nodal modeling approaches now popular in such a situation is not clear and likely depends on the situation.) There are times when at
least a trivial amount of outside intervention is needed chat is not available.
We are forced to predescribe every calculation and would often in retrospect
have done things differently. The effective application of a computer can be
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achieved in some cases only by performing calculations in stages. This is due
to the lack of adequate automated critical review of results, inadequate programmed decision making, and no capability for monitoring the results and
intervention to change the course of a calculation. Hardware technological
advance and software development have not brought full relief in this area.
2. What may seem to be but a trivial change in a calculational path can prove to
be very hard to implement, especially if there are associated special data communication requirements. If data are to be obtained from an interface file
that is not used by a module, the procedures for reading interface files must be
incorporated; it is not simply reading a record from a file. If the data are not
available in any file, it must be added 'o a file or a new one described, either
of which impacts the formal specifications and the procedures when the data
are available. If it is desired to perform a thermal hydraulics calculation after
exposure has been calculated prior to a subsequent neutronics solution instead
of after it, then the data requirements change somewhat and these may or
may not be easily satisfied with or without additional programming effort and
possibly alterations in the user instructions.
3. Similar to the above, what would seem to be but a small change in a modeling
algorithm may not be easy to incorporate. Is this to replace or parallel the
present procedure? Which is to be the default? Well, if the new one is, what
happens to quality assurance and to continuing applications by unknown
analysts? A step change in the results in time is seldom acceptable in any
project. New data requirements may place a severe burden on implementation
and may even be judged to be so severe as to make the implementation
impractical.
4. Task assignments must be made prior to coding the procedures. Clearly the
primary calculational paths must be predicted in advance.
With limited
foresight and but a modest investment to study the requirements, the end product will be imperfect at best. Study of the reasoning behind what others
have done in this area and a view to the future regarding advanced technology,
enhanced capability and the need for complexity and flexibility are highly
recommended.
5. Redundant input data requirements lead to results of low reliability. Considerable effort can be justified to consolidate the data requirements. For example, when different geometric descriptions of a core are required for neutronics
and thermal hydraulics problems, calculations will be done that are not consistent. When two code modules must each separately be provided overriding
instructions or data to produce consistency in the treatment, inconsistency will
occur. An example in this system is that each code must be provided both
reference data and instructions to use the correlation on temperature. Typically two, three, or possibly four different places in the user input data stream
are involved. There is always a need for the communication of key options
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and associated data to the codes in a simple way. Burdening the analyst with
the need to supply redundant data, special considerations to effect consistency,
detracts - often there are other aspects that should be receiving his primary
attention. (Perhaps in some operations there is a large support staff that takes
care of such matters.)
6. As an example of the lack of foresight, a block of interface data file names
was defuultc'
nager, and two of these were for a nuclide ordered
cross section file.
- codes use only a group ordered file generated
infrequently from tli
containing nuclide ordered data, we now in most
runs have to override those inappropriate default assignments. Default procedures should be based on the need for simplicity in application with attention paid to eventual capability and use of some future complicated system.
7. The code members cannot be executed standalone, one reason being that they
do not process input data directly. This impacts such aspects as testing. Special techniques are in order. For example, a special driver routine has been
used as a substitute main routine to permit one of the codes to be executed
standalone during development and permit extensive testing to be done easily.
8. Such a code system is applied by both experienced and naive analysts who
have rather different requirements that should be satisfied, impacting the
development.
9. The problems associated with there being the need for more files than allowed
by the system and with limited flexibility in saving files are noted elsewhere.

FORTRAN CODING
Typical of scientific and engineering analysis methods implementation, the coding was
done in Fortran." Reasons for the use of Fortran include familiarity, continuity with the
past, compatibility with other capability, and exportability. Also we desired to exploit the
features of this programming language in spite of the difficulty of proving reliability of
Fortran source coding.
Some experience with the use of Fortran and the use of good programming practices
are essential for the economical generation of reliable codes. As a system of codes grows,
the common practice of patching up poor coding could lead to excessive investment and
unreliable capability. A large fraction of the coding effort must go into proof testing for
validation.
Perhaps one of the more important things we have learned is that a simple structure of
the logic is necessary. A visual inspection of a coded procedure should serve adequately as
a basic proof of sound logic; otherwise, with a multiplicity of coded transfers, the logic
becomes difficult to check. Generally too much reliance is placed on the compiler for
eliminating errors and not enough use is made of the tools that have become available for
reliability testing.
"Standard ANSI-X3.9, 1966, likely obsoleted by ANSI-X3.9, 1978.
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